
MATCHMAKER SET (JDM-001)

Easily customize beautiful skin colors with this three-part paint set. Start with the  
medium-toned Face Base and add the “lighten” and “darken” drops to bring your art to life! 

MASQUERADE JOURNAL TATTOOS (JDM-002) 
Jane has created 4 sheets of delicately detailed, matte rub-ons that can be layered over  
artwork, other rub-ons and add that extra “something”! There are over 48 images, ranging  
from false eyelashes to filigree masks, faces, flowers, fine tiaras and more. 

BRUSH BUFF (JDM-003)

Your brushes deserve a day spa! Massage a little Brush Buff into the bristle “hair” to help rid 
them of dried on paints, pastels and more. Give them some extra love with the soft-hearted 
silicone scrubber.

LICENSED TO QUILL (JDM-004) 
Add your all-important final touches over pastels, paints and pencils with this black, waterproof, 
brush tip pen. It’s perfect for drawing eyelashes! The gold feather quill shape will also add  
elegance (and fun!) to any art table or desk.  
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Jane designed a beautiful array of makeup inspired art supplies that will 
empower Jane’s Artomologists, paper crafters and mixed media artists alike!

JDM-004

1 pc/ mc
Net Wt. 0.07 oz (2 ml)

LICENSED TO QUILL PEN
STYLO LICENSED TO QUILL

FINE LINE BRUSH PEN
STYLO PINCEAU À TRAIT FIN



SHIMMER PASTEL
Add highlight to your artwork with these shimmering pastels. The gradation of color can be 
used separately or mix together to create other tones! Each palette has 5 high-quality pastels 
with a Mermaid-ized tail stamped into the pastel palette!

BATON BLENDERS (JDM-007) 
You’ve not seen applicators like this before! Thirty, extra-long, double-ended foam  
applicators will have you flipping the Batons and adding pizazz just like a Majorette!  
They come in a handy container that can be stored on your desk or carry on your art  
journaling adventures. 

PALETTE PASTEL  
Add a pop of color, subtle dimension or soft sophistication to your creative projects with this 
huge range of 54 matte hues and 18 shimmering marbleized highlighters. Each palette of 18 
comes in a custom case and includes a swatch chart for easy reference!

COLORSTICK  
These silky-smooth, water-soluble gel crayons glide on to multiple surfaces like a luxury lipstick. 
Each set includes 12 Jane-inspired colors and a swatch chart in a fabulous clear case. 
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JDM-005 Make a Splash

JDM-008 Chilled

JDM-012 Silky Skin

JDM-010 Birthday Suit

JDM-006 Fishcotheque

JDM-009 Lit-Up

JDM-013 Soul Window

JDM-011 Mineral Eyes



VELVET PASTEL  
A little Velvet Pastel goes a loooooooong way! Just a tiny dab of this intensely pigmented, 
creamy gel pastel to your artwork adds a magical touch. Apply the 10 colors to artwork  
with your fingers or Baton Blenders. Dries down to a divine, ultra-matte, waterproof and  
velvety finish. 
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0.3 oz (9 ml)

VELVET PASTEL 
PASTEL DE VELOURS 

NOBLE RED  
ROUGE NOBLE

MATTE GEL  
PASTEL 

PASTEL  
GEL 
MAT

JDM-015

0.3 oz (9 ml)

VELVET PASTEL 
PASTEL DE VELOURS 

MAKE IT REIGN  
PRENDS  

LE POUVOIR

MATTE GEL  
PASTEL 

PASTEL 
GEL  
MAT 

 

JDM-014

JDM-014 Make it Reign

JDM-023 Black Lace

JDM-019 Pink Princess

JDM-027 Daisy Dukes

JDM-016 Rose Empress

JDM-025 Thriller Jacket

JDM-021 Ice Palace

JDM-029 Silver Screen

JDM-015 Noble Red

JDM-024 Hot Vinyl

JDM-020 Blue Blooded

JDM-028 Aquadisiac

JDM-017 Neon Queen

JDM-026 Made in the Suede

JDM-042 Throne

JDM-030 Golden Age

JDM-018 Monarch

ULTIMATE PEN
Jane combined a fine and flexible brush tip with intense, waterproof color to make  
the Ultimate Pen for creating smooth, detailed finishing touches to your artwork.  
Included with the 8 colors are 2 metallic glitter tones. 

JDM-027

DAISY DUKES
DAISY DUKES

Net Wt. / Poids Net
0.016 oz (0.47 ml)

ULTIMATE PEN
ULTIMATE PEN

WATERPROOF BRUSH PEN 
STYLO PINCEAU ÉTANCHE

JDM-028

AQUADISIAC
AQUADISIAQUE

Net Wt. / Poids Net
0.016 oz (0.47 ml)

ULTIMATE PEN
ULTIMATE PEN

WATERPROOF BRUSH PEN 
STYLO PINCEAU ÉTANCHE

Net Wt. / Poids Net
0.016 oz (0.47 ml)

ULTIMATE PEN
ULTIMATE PEN

WATERPROOF BRUSH PEN 
STYLO PINCEAU ÉTANCHE

BLEND-IN SET (JDM-031)

These 4 blender sponges are wonderful for applying ink, pastel and paint to your artwork.  
Four different shapes and one blender with high density foam for even more detailed  
application. They’re perfect to use with stencils and the container stores easily in  
Jane’s Palette Hotel!



DRAMASTICK  
Add a little messy drama to your artwork with Jane’s smudgeable, waterproof sticks.  
Their smooth, oil paint-like blendability is slow setting for maximum creative options.  
Create the perfect smoky eye and add dimensional looking details. Each set is stored  
in a Jane art designed tin with 6 DramaSticks and sharpener! 

NOT-QUITE-A-BLANK-SLATE-SET (JDM-034)

It’s hard to find a surface that “does it all”, but Jane thinks she found it! The texture is  
different on both sides of this specialty mixed media surface, so you can explore even  
more creative options with wet or dry mediums. The set of 10- 6 x 9” sheets includes  
5 printed with Jane’s line artwork and 5 blank for your own DIY!

FOUNDATION LAYER SET (JDM-035)
This set includes 3 layerable, face-building plastic stencils for creating your own, unique  
faces on the 6 x 9” mixed media artboard that can handle both wet and dry medium. 
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JDM-032 Warm Heart

JDM-033 Ocean Eyes

I CAME, I SAW, I CONTOURED FACE CHARTS (JDM-036) 
There is nothing like this set of 18-6 x 9” sheets of printed mixed media paper and 6 sheets of 
tracing paper. Just like a makeup artist, use the face charts to practice your shading skills with 
the products from Jane’s Making Faces collection. The paper pad includes a detailed set of 
directions on how to color and contour your face charts!

JDM-036

I CAME, I SAW, I CONTOURED 
18 FACE CHARTS  

ON MIXED MEDIA PAPER

JE SUIS VENU, J’AI VU…  
J’AI DESSINÉ LE CONTOUR 
18 MODÈLES DE VISAGES 

SUR PAPIER POUR MÉDIUMS VARIÉS

6 DESIGNS PLUS BONUS TRACING PAPER 
6 MODÈLES ET PAPIER POUR TRACER

24 - 6 X 9 IN. (15.24 X 22.86 CM) SHEETS TOTAL /  FEUILLES AU TOTAL 



MERMALICIOUS BRUSH SET (JDM-038)

These beautifully de“tail”ed brushes will bring your artwork to the next level. Use these 3 gold, 
mermaid tail brushes to create with paints, inks or pastel. The unique, paddle brush is ideal for 
brushing on or brushing off pastels and comes with a cover to keep the bristles in order!  
Your brushes will stay in tip-top shape with Brush Buff. 

MAGNETIC PERSONALITY (JDM-039)

The attraction is real! This gold-scale imprinted, magnetic brush set includes 4 brushes in a 
perfect range of sizes that easily store inside the metal cube. Let the brushes hang to dry  
after cleaning them with Jane’s Brush Buff!

OPEN AND SHUT CASE (JDM-040)

Store all your Making Faces Collection in this stunning set of 4 bags. Keep your  
Jane supplies secure and at hand in the 3 inner pouches and place them all in the  
fashion-forward clear tote.

PALETTE HOTEL WITH PENTHOUSE (JDM-041) 
Jane’s created a space for your Making Faces Collection to call home…no reservation needed! 
Velvet Pastels party up on the penthouse, there’s lots of room for each Palette Pastel and a  
lobby for your Blend-In Set with room for more arty guests. This one-of-a-kind structure, 
adorned with Jane’s art, will make your art space look gorgeous!   (Product not included)
4-3/4 x 7-1/2 x 10-1/4” 
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